YEAR 2 - 2022
TERM 2 WEEK 6 - TERM 3 WEEK 5

WE ARE LEARNING...
OUR SCHOOL VALUES
What it means to be a learner. We strive to achieve our
best results in tasks, collaborate with others and ask
questions to improve our comprehension.
Help me at home by encouraging me to persevere in the
face of challenges. By acknowledging my effort in my
learning. Reminding me that learning is a life-long
achievement!

LITERACY
To 'compare and contrast' when reading by making connections
between two texts and discussing the similarities and differences.
To write and record ideas neatly using the lines, capital letters,
punctuation, compound sentences using descriptive language. To speak and listen
with confidence and respect.
You can help me at home by encouraging me to read and write about the different
things that interest me. Support me by asking questions to help me compare and
contrast between texts I have read, to aid my comprehension.

NUMERACY
To perform simple 2-digit addition and subtraction calculations
using a range of strategies such as split strategy, vertical algorithm
and jump strategy.
To tell time to the quarter-hour and use a calendar to identify the
date and the months included in seasons.
Help me at home by giving me opportunities to use objects to add
and subtract, then ask me to use the strategies to show my working
out. Support me with time telling by using an analogue clock when
we do something. e.g. It is 6.05pm and we are cooking dinner.

INQUIRY FOCUS

To understand how technology has changed over time. We will
explore different inventions and how they have changed the
world, We will research to find the answer of 'Has technology
changed our lives for the better?'. We will explore this through
student-led projects, hands on experiences with artefacts from
the past, experiments and group discussions.
Help me at home by exploring things that have changed around
me. Talk to me about what is different or similar from when you
were a child.

PERSONAL GOALS
To continue working on my personal reading goal that I set with
my teacher. I will use the strategies I learn at school during read to
self, guided reading, and one-on-one feedback sessions with my
teachers to help me read the books that I have at home.
You can help me at home by reading with me each day and noting
it in my Reading Log.

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

THE ARTS

2CHE - Wednesday

2CHE - Thursday

2CHE - Wednesday

2JEE - Wednesday

2JEE - Wednesday

2JEE - Tuesday

2LNE - Wednesday

2LNE - Tuesday

2LNE - Wednesday

2KDS - Wednesday

2KDS - Wednesday

2KDS - Tuesday

2NDS - Wednesday

2NDS - Tuesday

2NDS - Tuesday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL
Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning

